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2
Thinking inside the box

In popular understanding the ‘black box’ is an Australian invention
installed in aircraft to record key data that might be needed in case
of misadventure or system failure.1 Black box recorders, of course, are
famously not black. They are fluorescent orange. But the reason they are
described as ‘black box’ recorders is not a misnomer. It stems from their
function to record and document the conversations, exchanges and
decisions that are made inside aeroplane cabins – a domain otherwise
hidden from the view of passengers, aviation authorities and often even
other airline crew.

A more formal definition of the black box exists in organisation
theory and philosophy. This more apparently resembles the intentions
of those who design and advocate for quasi-markets in public policy. In
this form of black box, the policy system is a behavioural device that
has only two important points of observation – what goes in and what
comes out, with no information about its working.2

We use the notion of a black box deliberately for its double
meaning. On the one hand, the image of a black box stands for a certain
domain of action, or in this case policy delivery, which is completely

1 It was invented by David Warren at the Aeronautical Research Laboratories in
Melbourne in 1953.

2 Ashby 1956, chapter 6: The black box.
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obscured from view and may therefore remain unknown or poorly
understood. This is how the term is often used in relation to
quasi-markets in employment services, where ‘black box contracting’
denotes a specific form of output, or results-based contracting; one
where the government purchaser allows the service provider to
determine the workings, including staffing, style of interaction with
clients, and the frequency and nature of the services provided. Service
providers are predominately paid on the basis of the outcomes they
produce, not the internal services actually provided, which may remain
invisible to policy designers. It is in this sense that Department of
Employment officials have described the frontline of employment
services delivery to us as a ‘black box’; namely, that the detail of the
frontline of jobseeker-client interactions remains obscured from view
despite all the data on frontline interactions being collected via
provider audits, and accumulated in computerised case management
systems. This takes us to the second meaning of black box, as a way
of showing why some providers’ offices work better than others by
looking inside and seeking to reconstruct the paths taken by staff and
clients. This assumes that what happens inside is most important, as we
describe below.3

A street-level perspective on assisting the long-term unemployed

In this book, we narrate the internal workings of the program for very
disadvantaged jobseekers from a frontline service perspective. Each
local office, with its manager and client consultants, forms its own
micro-system. Management directions from the government and head
office, and the skills of the staff are all inputs to this frontline drama.
Demands for meeting targets and making profits are the understood
outputs. In the research literature this is also known as street-level
bureaucracy, where the interactions between frontline employment
services staff and their clients, and the background organisational

3 The counter hypothesis would be to argue that the black box is largely
irrelevant and that it is simply the assets of the jobseeker and the level of
demand in the labour market that determines outcomes.
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routines and work practices shaping these encounters make a big
difference to the way a program runs. This frontline perspective has
situated our team’s approach to studying welfare and employment
services reform for the past 20 years. This focus on the frontline
recognises the key role case managers and other ‘street-level
bureaucrats’ play as not only program administrators or service
providers but policy producers. While a program template will describe
its main intentions, it will be always and everywhere subject to
adjustment and interpretation, because clients come with a great
diversity of experiences and needs. Some of these local adaptations will
be trivial but others will express the requirement to manage ambiguity
in rules, management’s excessive optimism about simple solutions and
differences in the skills of frontline staff. To this extent, ‘the process of
policy making continues while policies are delivered at the frontline’.4
This is perhaps the central insight of, and key motivation behind, the
discipline of street-level bureaucracy research that has arisen since
Michael Lipsky published his seminal study on the topic 40 years ago.

Lipsky challenged how political scientists and public policy
scholars conventionally understood the process of policymaking. In the
preceding decades, positive models of policymaking had characterised
policymaking as a largely instrumental and rational process involving
clear demarcations between the phases of policy design, option
comparison, choice of instruments and implementation, and finally
policy evaluation. However, Lipsky’s work broke from this tradition
by characterising the frontline officials responsible for implementing
policies – such as police officers, teachers and welfare agency case
managers – as policymakers shaping programs to fit both design
intentions from above and real-life circumstances from below. While
policy elites and political officials set the major dimensions of policy
such as eligibility rules and the level of benefits, Lipsky argued that
lower-level frontline workers still held considerable discretion in
determining the nature and quality of the services, benefits and,
perhaps more importantly, the use of any sanctions required by their
agencies.5 Students of street-level bureaucracy who have taken up this

4 Caswell et al. 2017, 2.
5 Lipsky 2010, 13.
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research orientation treat discretion as an inherent feature of frontline
activity that can never be fully constrained by rules and regulations.
This is not least because such rules and regulations are never, as
Bernardo Zacka argues, ‘as tight as it may appear to outsiders’.6
Frontline work in delivering welfare and other public services, as
Stephen Maynard-Moody and Michael Musheno put it, may be
‘rule-saturated’ but it is not ‘not rule-bound’.7

Policy delivery or implementation, in short, is more like an
interpretive skill than the ‘relentlessly routinised’ administrative
process it is so often caricatured as being.8 Frontline staff must navigate
between a plurality of demands, ambiguous and even conflicting policy
directions, and the specificities of complex individual cases. This is
certainly true of welfare-to-work policy implementation, which Dorte
Caswell and her colleagues describe as ‘a type of policies par excellence
where the role of frontline workers as mediators of politics becomes
tangible’.9 A key tension for frontline employment services staff lies in
their dual roles as enforcers of disciplinary rules imposed on clients
and as advocates for these same clients in motivating them to find
work. Reconciling the punitive instruments (sanctions and benefit
withdrawal) and the facilitative elements (training, job brokerage)
contained within the policy parameters of welfare-to-work is an
ongoing and challenging task confronting frontline staff. Choosing
when to be harsh and when to be supportive involves complex
professional and moral dilemmas, which the rules can never fully
resolve. Formal welfare-to-work policies are thus indeterminate, and
the work of policy implementation remains ‘suffused by moments of
policymaking’, as Bernardo Zacka puts it.10 This is what street-level
bureaucracy theorists mean when they describe frontline workers of
the type featured in this book as ‘de facto policymakers.’11

6 Zacka 2017, 4.
7 Maynard-Moody and Musheno 2000, 334.
8 Brodkin 2012, 941.
9 Caswell et al. 2017, 4.
10 Zacka 2017, 247.
11 See van Berkel 2013, 88; Brodkin 2013a, 23; Gofen 2014, 477.
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When Michael Lipsky published his study at the start of 1980s,
almost all street-level bureaucrats were public-sector workers or
government employees. In fact, he defined street-level bureaucrats as:
‘Public service workers who interact directly with citizens in the course
of their jobs, and who have substantial discretion in the execution
of their work.’12 This is no longer the case today, with a great many
of the public services Lipsky described as street-level bureaucracies
now contracted out to private and not-for-profit organisations. This
is one reason why Evelyn Brodkin uses the terms street-level workers
rather than bureaucrats, and street-level organisations rather than
bureaucracies: to account for the ‘varieties of street-level organisations
– the public, private, and hybrid agencies – now engaged in policy
delivery around the world and increasingly operating under the
influence of new governance and managerial regimes’.13

Of particular interest to contemporary street-level bureaucracy
theorists such as Brodkin are the governance and managerial forces
shaping how street-level organisations and frontline staff deploy their
policy discretion ‘in patterned ways’.14 She points out that frontline
workers do not make decisions as isolated individuals but rather as
people who are firmly embedded in particular organisational cultures,
in structured workplaces and social contexts that inform the decisions
and choices they make. Dorte Caswell and her colleagues note that
these contextual factors shape frontline workers’ ‘room for
discretionary decision-making’ by ‘framing and limiting their
options’.15 Indeed, Brodkin argues that governance instruments
associated with what we have described as double activation constitute
an explicit effort by governments to affect what she terms the ‘calculus
of street-level choice’.16 Government purchasers direct the choices of
street-level bureaucrats ‘at a distance’ by applying performance
incentives and sanctions, and monitoring these frontline providers and
agents. Here, Brodkin is listing the kinds of elements that would be seen

12 Lipsky 2010, 3.
13 Brodkin 2013b, 4.
14 Brodkin 2012, 943.
15 Caswell et al. 2017, 2.
16 See Brodkin 2011.
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as inputs to a black box model by those who advocate that idea, as her
metaphor of distance suggests. Joe Soss, Richard Fording and Sanford
Schram take a more determinist view in arguing that frontline workers
are not at liberty to treat clients as they would like. They ‘make their
choices as actors who know they are being observed and evaluated’.17

So the question of who is doing the observing is obviously important.
Plainly, performance measurement tools and forms of monitoring and
incentivising are not neutral technical devices for tracking what people
do. They also affect what frontline employment services staff and other
street-level bureaucrats do, and the choices they make when
implementing policy.

Recognising the informal policymaking role of delivery agencies
and frontline staff has important implications for the study of welfare
and activation policy reform. As Brodkin argues in her introduction
to a series of studies on street-level organisations and the welfare state,
we cannot assume ‘a simple correspondence between what policies
say and what they do’.18 Or, put differently, we need to be cautious
about reading ‘official policies as proxies for policy practices’ as Rik van
Berkel argues in a recent commentary on welfare conditionality from
a street-level perspective.19 Much more is carried out in the name of
policy than is written, and much of policy-as-written never finds its way
inside the box at the street level. Not all of these differences between
formal intentions and actual policy practice suggest a breakdown in
what governments seek to do, however. Indeed, the literature on
discretion is full of examples of successful innovation and adaptation
that honour the spirit of policy by pushing beyond its formal limits.
Part of the challenge in research is to separate the more pathological
discretions from real learning and improvement.

What we find inside the black box is not always more flexible
and adaptive than what is written on the lid. Consider the example
of Employment Pathway Plans, commonly known as Job Plans. These
contractual agreements between employment services providers and
clients stipulate what activities jobseekers need to undertake to satisfy

17 Soss et al. 2011b, i225–i226.
18 Brodkin 2013b, 11.
19 van Berkel 2020, 200.
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their mutual obligations. Formally, according to the Australian
government’s Social Security Guide (sec 3.11.2), Employment Pathway
Plans must be tailored to ‘take into account the job seeker’s individual
circumstances’ and ‘job seekers should be encouraged to consult with
their employment services providers to identify appropriate activities
they are interested in, or may prefer to undertake, to meet their mutual
obligation requirements’. The stated intention is for plans to be
personalised, carefully tailored and jointly negotiated between
providers and clients. However, studies drawing on in-depth interviews
with jobseekers who have entered into Job Plans suggest that the
process of agreeing to a Job Plan can often be experienced as little
more than ‘going through the motions’, where the plans are pre-filled
in advance from generic templates and jobseekers have little agency to
negotiate or dispute the contents of the agreement.20

In short, what happens between frontline workers and jobseekers
can often be different from what is envisaged in official policy
guidelines, legislation and contract deeds. However, all too frequently
this issue of how policy is brought ‘into being’ and changed during
implementation is missed in official evaluations and policy studies. As a
result, much remains to be understood about how policies produce the
outcomes that they do. Evaluation studies that measure changes in exit
rates from welfare caseloads or employment outcomes among program
participants tell us about the aggregate outputs that policies produce.
But they rarely give insights into the mechanisms by which policies
achieve those outcomes, and nor do they reveal policies’ unintended
consequences. Brodkin describes this as ‘the missing middle’ in policy
analysis: the practices constituting welfare-to-work on the ground ‘may
be noticed and casually remarked upon’ but they are rarely
‘systematically examined’.21

Besides the importance of ‘separating policy fact from policy
fiction’,22 studying welfare-to-work from a frontline perspective is also
important because it is at the street-level that the welfare state ‘comes

20 See, for example: O’Halloran et al. 2019; Peterie et al. 2019a; Marston and
McDonald 2008.

21 Brodkin 2013b, 8.
22 Brodkin 2008, 325.
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alive’ for individual citizens.23 What service providers and frontline
staff do, how they treat clients, and how they distribute benefits and
services to concrete individuals all fundamentally matters ‘for the
relationship between citizens and the state’.24 As Deborah Rice puts it,
‘the welfare state as an institution does not live in abstract regulations
and legal texts but rather in the day-to-day interactions between
caseworkers and clients in local welfare offices’.25 Indeed, Michael
Lipsky extends this to the institutions of government and the state more
generally. If citizens encounter government, it is mostly not through
letters to political representatives or attendance at political-party or
school-board meetings but, as Lipsky remarks, ‘through their teachers
and their children’s teachers and through the policeman on the corner
or in the patrol car’.26 For those citizens unfortunate enough to be
without work, this extends to the consultants they interact with at their
employment services provider and the case managers in their local
Centrelink office. Nadine Raaphorst and Steven Van de Walle further
reason that the quality of citizens’ experience of a public or bureaucratic
encounter is ‘a crucial aspect in fostering trust, commitment, and
collaboration between public officials and citizens, which in turn could
help to democratise and legitimate the state’.27 Bernardo Zacka echoes
this view, arguing that the demeanour of frontline workers during
citizen-encounters can go a long way towards ‘shaping what citizens
think of their state, and of their own standing in it’.28

Opening the black box

To deepen our understanding of the marketisation of employment
services and the turn towards a more behaviourally oriented approach
to welfare provision, we need to ‘open up the black box of

23 Bovens and Zouridis 2002, 175.
24 Brodkin 2012, 942.
25 Rice 2013, 1055.
26 Lipsky 2010, 3.
27 Raaphorst and Van de Walle 2018, 1368.
28 Zacka 2017, 240.
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[welfare-to-work] policy implementation’, as Caswell and her
colleagues describe it.29

Several Australian researchers have studied how welfare-to-work
unfolds at the street level, using a multiplicity of methodological and
disciplinary perspectives. Our own previous work – with our
colleagues Jenny M. Lewis and Phuc Nguyen – has largely applied
survey methods to comparatively study the changes in the frontline
delivery of welfare-to-work over time and between countries
(Australia, the UK, the Netherlands and New Zealand). This has been
supplemented, on occasion, by more in-depth interviews with frontline
employment services staff and agency managers, which have afforded
us deeper insights into, and explanations of, the changing patterns of
frontline decision-making observable in our large-scale survey data.30

Through this intertemporal collection of data, we have been able to
trace the progressive standardisation of employment services delivery
over the Job Network era, and subsequent iterations of the system,
as well as the changing demography of frontline workers following
privatisation. More recently, we have also shown how frontline
workers’ attitudes towards jobseekers – along with those of the more
general population – have hardened over time, and that frontline staff
have become increasingly inclined to report jobseekers for sanctioning
over various compliance breaches. Catherine McDonald and Greg
Marston have also surveyed the attitudes of frontline workers towards
their clients, and compared differences between the perceptions and
understandings of unemployment held by Job Network staff and
Centrelink social workers.31

Generally, however, it is uncommon for social policy researchers to
directly interview frontline employment services staff. There are some
notable exceptions, including the work of Tony Eardley studying the
tensions experienced by not-for-profit employment service providers
enacting mutual obligation during the first years of Job Network.32

More recently, in their respective work on the activation of lone parents,

29 Caswell et al. 2017, 2.
30 See, in particular, Considine, Lewis and O’Sullivan 2011.
31 See McDonald and Marston 2008.
32 Eardley 2002.
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Simone Casey and Michelle Brady each interviewed frontline
employment services staff during the transition from Job Network to
Job Services Australia.33

Notwithstanding these exceptions, the vast bulk of Australian
research on welfare-to-work at the street level has focused on
jobseekers’ experiences of activation. This is important work that gives
voice and visibility to a hard-to-reach, much stigmatised and highly
disadvantaged group of citizens who are frequently acted upon rather
than engaged with by policy officials. Greg Marston’s work with
Catherine McDonald, studying participants’ changing experiences of
employment services over the course of the Job Network era,34 and
then more recently with Gaby Ramia, Roger Patulny and Michelle
Peterie, examining jobseekers’ social networks and experiences of
activation under Jobactive,35 deserves mention. This body of
qualitative work, which is remarkable for its sample sizes (75–80
jobseekers per study), has shed important light on the stigma, shame
and feelings of worthlessness induced in many jobseekers by their
interactions with what many perceive as either a punitive or
indifferent, but rarely helpful, system of welfare-to-work services. As
Marston and McDonald put it, in relation to their study of participants’
experiences of Job Network:

While the rhetoric of the market model of employment services
espouses individual service, for the most part it is experienced as
a model that ‘radiates indifference’ … towards the plight of the
long-term unemployed … In general, people are churned through
what is experienced as an indifferent system, with ‘personalised
service’ being the exception, rather than the norm.36

Our study reported here departs from both our own earlier survey
work and the interview-based work of our aforementioned colleagues

33 See Brady 2018; Casey 2019.
34 See, for example: Marston and McDonald 2008; McDonald and Marston

2005. See also: Murphy et al. 2011.
35 See, for example: Peterie et al. 2019a; Peterie et al. 2019b; Ramia et al. 2020.
36 Marston and McDonald 2008, 265.
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in at least one especially important way. It is heavily, although not
exclusively, observational in its approach. We physically sat in on
appointments between frontline staff and jobseekers and spent multiple
days at each of the four different Jobactive offices: taking notes,
interacting with staff and carefully observing what was going on inside
the black box of service delivery. Some researchers, such as Michelle
Brady, have spoken of bringing an ‘ethnographic imaginary’ to their
work through practising ‘engaged listening’ when interviewing
frontline staff.37 Ethnography often refers to immersive research
approaches in anthropology and sociology that study other cultures or
sub-cultures in depth. While this can involve observational research,
some ethnographies are based solely on in-depth interviewing without
any direct observation of the cultures under study.38 This is not the case
with our study. To the best of our knowledge, it is one of the very few
Australian studies that actually reports on direct observational research
of employment services offices.39

The ‘ethnographic turn’ in policy studies

In recent years, more and more researchers studying the ‘missing
middle’ of policy analysis have turned to ethnographic methods such as
observational fieldwork as ‘a way of seeing big by looking small’.40 An
early example is Evelyn Brodkin’s study of a welfare-to-work program
in Chicago, the Job Opportunities and Basic Skills (JOBS) program,
which showed the unintended consequences of benchmarking welfare
offices’ performance by client participation rates in job search
activities.41 One response from case managers to participation quotas
was to register more clients and churn them through basic job search
classes ‘to make up the numbers’. The study also showed how internal

37 Brady 2018, 836.
38 For a helpful discussion of the distinction between ethnography and

observational research see Wright 2003, 84–86.
39 One other example is Michelle Brady’s study of personalised planning

programs targeted at Australian single parents. See Brady 2011.
40 Brodkin 2013a, 18.
41 Brodkin 1997.
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budget cuts gave rise to underinvestment in administrative resources,
creating mounting paperwork for caseworkers, who frequently
misplaced important documentation. These costs, however, were
shifted onto clients by frontline workers who required clients ‘to
resubmit missing records’ that the workers themselves had lost.42

Brodkin’s study is just one example of the numerous American
ethnographies of welfare-to-work at the street level, alongside the many
examples of ethnographic studies of welfare delivery in European
countries, such as the observational studies of UK Work Programme
providers by Ian Greer, Lisa Schulte, David Jordan and others;43 Sharon
Wright’s ethnography of a Jobcentre in Scotland;44 or the ethnographies
of French welfare offices written by Vincent Dubois.45

In the US context, many welfare ethnographies have highlighted
systematic patterns of racism and discrimination in how
welfare-to-work programs and benefit-conditionality policies are
delivered and applied by caseworkers at the street level. One prominent
example is the work of Joe Soss, Richard Fording and Sanford Schram,
which combined observational research with experimental survey
method to highlight systemic racial bias in the delivery of
welfare-to-work programs in Florida, and to examine the role played by
performance management systems in driving caseworkers to sanction
their clients.46 Their observational studies of case managers sanctioning
clients led them to conclude that caseworkers employed sanctions
because performance measurement systems pressured them to achieve
results with clients while resource constraints and budgetary cuts left
them with few tools or resources to do so. Faced with clients that
‘put their performance at risk’, caseworkers turned to sanctions out
of frustration rather than any belief that sanctions were effective
instruments for promoting work attachment.47 Significantly, their study
also suggested that clients from non-white backgrounds (i.e., Black or

42 Brodkin 2011, i263.
43 Greer et al. 2018; Jordan 2018.
44 Wright 2003.
45 See, for example, Dubois 2009, 2016.
46 See Soss et al. 2011a.
47 Soss et al. 2011b, i227.
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Hispanic) were more likely to be sanctioned by case managers than
white jobseekers, even when their behaviours were almost identical.
They later tested and verified this insight from their ethnographic work
through experimental survey research to develop the Racial
Classification Model (RCM) of policy choice.48

The RCM explains racial disparities in policy outcomes as the
result of unconscious biases replicated by policy narratives and cultural
discourses concerning the target populations of interventions. Rather
than viewing these racial disparities as the product of white
administrators’ overt prejudice and discrimination, the RCM interprets
them as the product of racially coded policy discourses and negative
stereotypes of non-white groups implicit within the program logics of
social policy interventions. These social scripts of problem populations
– whether it be intergenerational welfare dependence, so-called welfare
queens or at-risk youth – ‘give rise to mental structures that work in
implicit ways to racialise policy choices and, thus, to produce racially
biased policy outcomes’.49 Black participants in welfare-to-work
programs are sanctioned at a higher rate than white participants not
because of any actual behavioural differences between black and white
clients, but because policy discourses have implicitly made caseworkers
more sensitive to behavioural deviance when dealing with black
jobseekers than when working with white clients.

The number of ethnographically oriented welfare studies has
grown over recent years. Among the most prominent recent
contributions to the field is Bernardo Zacka’s When the state meets the
street, in which Zacka takes up Michael Lipsky’s call from 40 years ago
to theorise street-level bureaucracy as an enterprise replete with moral
agency and personal dilemmas. Zacka sets out to understand frontline
service staff as necessarily moral and political agents, who must remain
sensitive to plural considerations of efficiency, fairness, respect and
responsiveness when making discretionary decisions. Zacka argues
there is a fundamental ‘predicament’ at the heart of street-level policy
work: the delivery of public services depends ‘on the moral agency’
of frontline workers; yet the organisational environments and policy

48 See Schram et al. 2009.
49 See Soss et al. 2011, 80.
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contexts in which they work frequently give rise to ‘working conditions
that tend to undermine that very agency’.50 Zacka reached this
conclusion after six months of intensive fieldwork as a participant
observer: volunteering as a receptionist in a not-for-profit agency
contracted to deliver several local welfare programs in a major US city.
This approach of participant observation, while the preferred mode
of ethnography in fields such as anthropology – and even considered
by some as the only legitimate form of ethnography – is rare among
scholars pursuing street-level research or policy ethnography. For the
most part, ethnographies of the street-level delivery of welfare-to-work
rely instead on a combination of in-depth interviews and direct
observation of the institutions and people under study by researchers
who remain outsiders to the organisations they are researching.

One reason for the ‘ethnographic turn’ in street-level bureaucracy
research, and particularly the use of observational methods, stems
from a methodological limit associated with the more widely used
social scientific methods, survey research and participant interviews;
namely, that there can be a gap between what people say they do and
what they actually do. What they do in practice may be habitual and
local or ‘workarounds’ for things that the systems struggle to manage.
Observational methods can help address this issue by bringing
researchers closer to the people and organisations they are studying,
and by affording them a window into actual service encounters as
they happen in real time. This is especially important for street-level
bureaucracy studies, which are animated by the understanding that
there is typically a disjuncture between policy-as-written and
policy-as-produced on the ground. Ethnographic methods help to
bridge this disjuncture by ‘draw[ing] attention to how social
institutions actually function, rather than how they are supposed to
function’.51 In so doing, they help to surface the ‘practical logics’
propelling the enforcement of welfare-to-work,52 and by which
‘institutional norms are reproduced’.53 Direct observation, as Evelyn

50 Zacka 2017, 241.
51 Zacka 2017, 257.
52 Dubois 2009, 236.
53 Weeden 2010, 262.
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Brodkin argues, can also ‘giv[e] visibility’ to the sources of ambiguity
in policy implementation that are less likely to be revealed by other
methods.54 This in turn, argue Matthew Longo and Bernardo Zacka,
can destabilise official categories of understanding to expose ‘new
avenues of moral concern’.55

To take an example, in earlier work published from the study
reported here, we have shown that Centrelink’s categorisation of
jobseekers into different streams (currently streams A, B and C) is
actively contested by Jobactive providers.56 Providers rarely take these
official categorisations at face value, instead working to change them
through practices of up-streaming and re-categorisation. Moreover,
contractual performance incentives such as Jobactive’s differentiated
payment model – by which providers earn higher payments for
outcomes achieved with clients in Stream C rather than B or A – feed
into these ‘category manoeuvres’.

This kind of research orientation, which Vincent Dubois terms
‘critical policy ethnography’, depends on researchers becoming
immersed in the experience of the people and institutions under
study.57 This makes for a demanding and time-consuming field
methodology, but the payoff can be rich. As Evelyn Brodkin argues,
because observation ‘does not depend on the recall of interviewees or
their reconstruction of events’, it can be especially fruitful ‘as a strategy
for distinguishing between what caseworkers do versus what they say
or may think they do’.58 Immersive fieldwork of this kind can enable
researchers to look beyond the presented face of policy implementation
in interviews to see what happens when welfare-to-work reforms ‘meet
the worlds, subjects and processes they aim to transform’.59 This in
turn, as Lisa Herzog and Bernardo Zacka suggest, can promote a more
nuanced and detailed understanding of the policy issues ‘than one …
from afar’.60

54 Brodkin 2017a, 132.
55 Longo and Zacka 2019, 1066.
56 See O’Sullivan, McGann and Considine 2019.
57 Dubois 2009.
58 Brodkin 2011, i261.
59 Brady 2011, 267.
60 Herzog and Zacka 2017, 768.
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However, the success of this approach depends on going beyond
just describing what is observed and being ‘interested not just in what
people do, but also in why they do it’. As Zacka argues in developing
this point, this means engaging in description and interpretation ‘at
once’: observing people’s responses to specific situations ‘and trying to
make sense of what these situations look like to them’ and the political
implications of, and rationalities behind, their actions.61 Put differently,
the observational field data ‘become the point-of-departure for analyses
of broader macro-level political phenomena’.62 Here, what policy
ethnography does, in a way that few other social scientific methods
attempt, is try to understand political institutions from the inside out.
As we hope the remainder of this book shows, this approach can be
particularly fruitful when studying organisations such as contracted
welfare-to-work providers, which have political as well as commercial
reasons for screening aspects of their institutional behaviour when
presenting these ‘to the outside world’.63

Study method in detail

The study behind this book is based on more than 18 months of
intensive fieldwork and data collection at four of the best-performing
Jobactive offices in the states of Victoria and New South Wales. These
offices were chosen based on their success rate in achieving
employment outcomes with their Stream C, or most disadvantaged,
clients. As we discussed in chapter one, supporting these
‘hardest-to-help’ clients into sustained employment has been the major
challenge for Australia’s privatised employment services market for
more than 20 years.

While the overall success rate of providers with their Stream C
clients is very low, a number of agencies consistently outperform the
rest in assisting this group into employment. Providers who outperform
the national average by 30 per cent or more are awarded a five-star

61 Zacka 2017, 255.
62 Brodkin 2013a, 18.
63 Longo and Zacka 2019, 1068.
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rating, and less than a quarter of Jobactive sites typically receive such
a rating.64 To maintain this rating over a sustained period is an
impressive and difficult achievement. That said, being consistently
ranked among the best-performing Jobactive agencies does not
necessarily mean that those agencies are achieving a particularly high
rate of employment outcomes with their Stream C clients, as we will see.

When we commenced our study, we described the four agencies
featured in this book as ‘high-performing’ sites, but we now prefer
the term ‘best-performing’ Jobactive sites. This change in terminology
reflects the low threshold for reaching the upper performance echelons
of the Jobactive system – at least for Stream C outcomes. Being a
‘best-performing’ Jobactive site is one thing. Being an employment
service office that achieves outcome rates that would impress people
outside the industry is something altogether different.

This discrepancy became apparent when we were selecting the four
Jobactive offices for our study. Given the reservations we expressed
in chapter one about the criteria that feed into Jobactive sites’ star
ratings, we asked the department for a list of the best-performing sites
in Victoria and New South Wales based on those sites’ 26-week
outcome rate among their Stream C clients, which means that the
agency has placed Stream C clients into work, and they have stayed
employed for at least 26 weeks. This is the longest duration of client
employment outcomes that is measured in the Australian system. So
if there is one indicator of success, this is it. The department was
supportive of our study’s aims and agreed to our request on the proviso
that they would only identify individual sites to us with those
organisations’ consent. Shortly after the first performance ratings for
Jobactive sites were published in August 2016, we received a list of 29
of the highest performing Jobactive sites in Victoria and New South
Wales. We were also given the raw data, in de-identified form, on sites’
employment outcomes by stream, for all Jobactive sites in Victoria and
New South Wales, so we could verify that these 29 sites were indeed
among the best-performing Jobactive sites in those states.

64 The criteria for calculating Jobactive sites’ star ratings are discussed in detail
in Australian National Audit Office 2017.
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Two things immediately struck us about this list. First, the
majority were offices with relatively small Stream C caseloads – often
no more than 50 clients in this category. Second, and most
significantly, the benchmark for reaching the department’s
high-performance rating was low.

The department frequently publishes Employment Services
Outcomes reports on the overall performance of Jobactive. These
reports suggest about a quarter of the Stream C caseload are placed
into employment. For example, between 1 October 2018 and 30
September 2019, nationally across Jobactive, 26.7 per cent of Stream C
clients achieved some form of employment placement while, across all
streams, 42.8 per cent of people placed into work remained employed
for at least 26 weeks.65 One might reasonably assume that about 11.4
per cent of Stream C clients achieved at least 26 weeks of employment
(i.e., 42.8 per cent of 26.7 per cent). However, Stream C jobseekers
placed into work are much more likely than jobseekers in other
streams to fall out of employment before reaching 26, or even 12,
weeks. So, the actual 26-week outcome rate among Stream C
jobseekers is much lower.

The threshold for making it onto the list of ‘best-performing’
Jobactive sites provided to us was managing to place just 4.1 per cent
of Stream C clients into 26 weeks or more of employment. The
best-performing site on the list had a Stream C 26-week outcome rate
of just under 16 per cent, which it had achieved by placing seven out
of 44 clients into jobs lasting six months or more. However, the vast
majority of the 29 sites on our list had a Stream C 26-week outcome
rate of under eight per cent. Five sites had made it onto the list of
best-performing sites by placing just three clients into sustained jobs
over a 12-month period. This tells us that measured performance in
relation to those who are ‘hardest to help’ is a matter of marginal gains:
where the difference between being rated a high or average performer
could come down to just one or two outcomes across a site’s caseload
over a year.

After discussing the choice of sites and eliminating those that had
placed fewer than five clients into sustained employment, we

65 Department of Education, Skills and Employment 2019.
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approached five different providers about participating in the research.
Two were for-profit providers and the other three were not-for-profits.
One of the for-profit agencies was unresponsive to our requests, but the
other four agencies were enthusiastic about the research. We eventually
included four sites operated by different contracted providers in
different employment regions. We deliberately chose a wide variation
between the four sites, seeking to identify and explore common
elements of success among the best-performing sites, which could be
embedded and reproduced in different organisational contexts and
locations. We also selected sites with at least 60 Stream C clients on
their caseloads to avoid the risk that their ‘high’ performance levels
had been skewed by small caseloads. While small caseload sizes are
conducive to more personalised approaches to working with clients,
they can also artificially drive up performance levels because each
outcome potentially has more impact on those sites’ performance
ratings than the equivalent additional outcomes realised by sites with
larger caseloads. Each of our four ‘best-performing’ Jobactive sites are
described in detail in the chapters that follow.

Over the 18 months of field research that we conducted, we
collected various types of data at each site. First, two of the authors
together visited each office for two to three days to conduct
observations and interviews with all frontline staff. This included sitting
in on appointments with clients (with their permission) and watching
the interactions between the site staff, management and a range of other
key actors, such as employers and training organisations. Having two
of us present allowed us to record more of what was going on at each
office than if one of us had visited alone. Frequently, for example, one
team member sat in on an employment consultant’s client appointment
while the other observed the rest of the office – as other staff chatted
about problem clients, raised the latest administrative issue of the day
or sought pieces of critical documentation that had gone missing. We
then swapped positions, enabling us to compare notes and ensure that
we were both seeing ‘the same thing’. If a limitation of survey and
interview-based research is that what people say they do can sometimes
be different from what they actually do, an issue that observational
studies sometimes run into is ‘the potential for observer bias’.66 This is
where the researcher ‘sees what she wants to see’ rather than what is
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happening. Having two researchers observing at the four sites under
study helped mitigate this risk, as did the debriefings with the research
team back at the university, where observations and interpretations
were systematically assessed, and counter-explanations tested.

We repeated the observational research approximately a year later
to test some of our early findings and to gather additional fieldwork data
on the progress being made with the client group we had identified.
Each office visit generated around 30 pages of typed field notes, from
each of the researchers, providing a documented basis for checking
themes and insights, for reviewing exemplary interactions and for
assessing our level of confidence in our observations. The observations
were supplemented by interviews with client-facing staff at each site,
including interviews with new staff who commenced partway through
the study. Twenty-one staff were interviewed in total from across the
four sites, including: six site managers (the manager at one site changed
three times during the study), ten employment consultants, two reverse
marketers (who work to connect with employers) and three other
specialist staff. To protect the privacy of the individual organisations
and staff that participated in this research, we have changed the names
of all four employment services providers and staff members referred
to in this book. We have also anonymised the research locations and
used pseudonyms for any employers, training organisations, labour hire
agencies or other complementary service providers.

Another major component of the research involved tracking the
progress of the four sites with a selection of Stream C jobseekers. We
chose approximately ten clients to follow per full-time case manager at
each site, interviewing those case managers every eight to ten weeks
about each jobseeker’s progress. These interviews were a mixture of
face-to-face and phone interviews, and tracked changes in clients’
circumstances, forms of support that staff had recommended, and any
issues of non-compliance that had emerged and how consultants had
responded. We used pseudonyms for clients, to protect their privacy,
and we also designed the tracking sample to include a diverse range
of jobseekers by age, gender and duration on benefits. Initially, we
followed the cases of 74 jobseekers across the four sites. However, we

66 Brodkin 2008, 330.
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began following a further 32 jobseekers midway through the research
to compensate for those who were indefinitely suspended, transferred
to another Jobactive site, or who were automatically exited from the
system by Centrelink (without being placed into employment). This
brought the total number of tracked jobseekers across the four sites to
106, although some of these jobseekers were tracked only very briefly.
This issue of caseload churn proved to be an important challenge for
us and for the agencies. At least a quarter of the original sample of
jobseekers that we started following at each of the four offices dropped
off site caseloads without finding employment. So, we had to adapt our
approach to capture sufficient information about how the offices and
staff were working with jobseekers.

In short, our study method blended direct observational research
with more structured interviewing of frontline staff and, importantly,
with qualitative longitudinal research tracking of progress with a
sample of their clients. This incorporation of qualitative longitudinal
research marks a further innovation of our study for Australian
research on the street-level delivery of welfare-to-work. Although
longitudinal studies have been widely used to understand jobseekers’
experiences of employment services,67 the perspective of frontline
workers – and their attitudes towards their jobseeker clients – has
rarely been examined in such an ongoing way. Mostly, studies of the
frontline delivery of welfare-to-work have followed a cross-sectional
design, gathering data about practices at specific moments through
surveys or interviews rather than tracking the evolution of caseworkers’
approaches over a sustained period. Adopting this longitudinal
approach enabled us to consider how client servicing strategies evolved
over time, and as clients moved through distinct phases of activation.
Re-interviewing the same frontline workers six or seven times in a
period of well over a year also helped us to build up trust with the
participants, facilitating deeper revelations than we could have
achieved in a single wave of interviews.

This high level of access to welfare-to-work providers is very rare
in research of this kind, particularly for such a sustained period.
Street-level scholars and others who have tried to study the frontline

67 See, for example, Marston and McDonald 2008; Wright and Patrick 2019.
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delivery of welfare-to-work have often been frustrated by the refusal
of employment services providers to allow their staff to take part in
research. For example, when a team of researchers led by Peter Dwyer
and Sharon Wright approached UK employment services providers
about taking part in a major longitudinal study of activation and
welfare conditionality funded by the UK’s Economic and Social
Research Council, the UK government’s Department for Work and
Pensions prevented Jobcentre Plus and Work Programme staff
participating.68 Thankfully, that was not our experience. We spent well
over a year studying the four offices documented in this book and
encountered almost no resistance to our research from either Jobactive
providers or the Australian government’s Department of Employment.
Other researchers certainly have interviewed frontline employment
services staff several times before. But it is rare, even internationally,
that they have been allowed to observe client interactions first-hand, or
to repeatedly discuss individual cases with case managers. One reason
for this is that the employment services field is, after all, a competitive
market. Providers are understandably cautious about disclosing
business practices that may give them a commercial advantage. While
employment services may be publicly funded, the contracts between
the government and individual providers are shrouded by
commercial-in-confidence restrictions.

We acknowledge that even under these positive conditions there
are limits to what can be achieved. Looking inside the box is not the
same as working there. And while we secured a high level of access
and good will, we have no doubt that some issues remain undisclosed.
Frontline staff managing ambiguous demands and difficult clients must
often work hard to hold a coherent sense of purpose and value in
their work. This is especially the case when the formal results of their
efforts register only a low level of official success. So we argue that this
method is not a complete picture but, rather, highlights local patterns
of conduct and forms of adaptation that are important and capable of
being generalised – at least in answering our two major questions: How
do the best-performing agencies work with the most disadvantaged

68 Welfare Conditionality Project 2018.
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jobseekers to get results? And what does this tell us about the
welfare-to-work system itself?
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